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, Ms. Heilemann,

Dr. B.lum has shared with me his correspondence with Dr. Jackler regarding our exhibition, "Cartoonists Take
Up Smoking." We are excited about collaboratiJ1g with you to bring "Cartoonists Take Up Smoking" to yet
another venue. I thought 11d contact you with some specific information about the exhibition so you can get an
idea of what is included and the costs. We've exhibited the material at eight venues: Ann Tower Gallery in
Lexington, KY; The University of Alabama Museum of Natural History; Art Works Gallery in Seattle, WA;
The Alabama Museum of the Health Sciences in Binningbam AL; The State Capitol Rotunda in Lincoln, NE;
The Buffalo-Niagara airport gal lery in Buffalo NY; and, curren.tly, Roswell Park Cancer Institute in Buffalo,
NY. The space utilized at these venues varied greatly from 165 linear feet in Lexington, KY to 55 feet at The
University of Alabama. r.n short, the show is easi ly adapted to a space of any size. I've attached exhibit
inventories for a few of the shows to give you an idea of what is included. As far as costs go, we need to
estimate at least $5,000 to create and ship an exhibition.
I hope this information is useful to you and I look forward to working with you on this project. Let me kndw if
you have any questions or concerns.
Lori Jacobi
Archivist
The University of Alabama
174 Nott Hall, Box 870327
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205)348-2162

For background on this project, I've attached the following email exchange between Dr. JacJder and Dr. Blum.
Alan:
I am a bit swamped at present, but will be working on lining up venues for the coming couple of years in the
near future. Maybe tag team wrestling is a good idea as an overall strategy - sequential exhibits of 3-4 months
each.
Let's explore.
Rob
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